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Meeting its mission to foster scholarship by and about Latinos and the issues that affect them, in 2001 the Institute for Latino Studies at the University of Notre Dame launched a book series in collaboration with the Press. The series publishes work on the cutting edge of scholarship, general works that can be used as college textbooks, and reprints of classics. Titles in the book series address issues in the areas of Latino spirituality and religion; border affairs, immigration, and globalization; Latino arts and culture; and social sciences and public policy.

Latinos in New York
Communities in Transition, Second Edition
Edited by Sherrie Baver, Angelo Falcón, and Gabriel Haslip-Viera

“Twenty years since the publication of the first pathbreaking edition of Latinos in New York, its editors give us the definitive new resource on the contemporary Latinization of New York. Site of the most diverse Latino/a communities, New York City has been at the forefront of processes of Latinization. Thanks to Baver, Falcón, and Haslip-Viera, we now have a collection of essays by some of the most knowledgeable and experienced scholars, journalists, activists, and educators, who bring us up to speed on the political and cultural issues involved in a changing Latino/a landscape in NYC and beyond."

—Arlene Davila, New York University


1. 978-0-268-10150-3 • 482 pp • $100.00 cl
2. 978-0-268-10151-0 • 482 pp • $35.00 pa

Open Your Heart
Religion and Cultural Poetics of Greater Mexico
David P. Sandell

“Sandell does not get bogged down in theoretical posturing but maintains a credible humanity throughout the contradictions he contemplates. He succeeds in giving optimism and hope for tolerance by demonstrating the cultural poetics that make life possible of the oppressed migrant. . . . Many history lessons are juxtaposed with contemporary migrant realities as he searches for the pathways that lead to opening our hearts.”

—Journal of American Folklore

“Sandell literally provides new lenses for the reader to see the unknown depths intrinsic to ritual behavior engaged in by people of faith.”

—Peace and Justice Studies

3. 978-0-268-04146-5 • 240pp • $29.00 pa • Sale $23.30

Immigration and the Border
Politics and Policy in the New Latino Century
Edited by David L. Leal and José E. Limón

“Other than its interdisciplinary approach, the collection’s helpfulness results from its inclusion of youth (a sector of the Latino population that is exploding but often not understood or studied), the fact that in several essays the researchers point to policies that are more productive, and an approach that does not ignore those left behind in the sending countries.”

—Theological Studies

4. 978-0-268-01335-6 • 504pp • $46.00 pa • Sale $27.60
Forging People
Race, Ethnicity, and Nationality in Hispanic American and Latino/a Thought
Edited by Jorge J. E. Gracia

“Readers familiar with Latin American history will find this a valuable collection. It is an effective overview of how pre-eminent thinkers comprehended Hispanic America’s great diversity. It ably frames their elite versions of solidarity—and the intellectual efforts they undertook to surmount the barriers these faced—within and beyond national frontiers.”

—Journal of American Ethnic History

5. 978-0-268-02982-1 • 376pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $18.00

Beyond the Barrio
Latinos in the 2004 Elections
Edited by Rodolfo O. de la Garza, Louis DeSipio, and David L. Leal

“This volume makes an indispensable contribution toward understanding the continuing political development of U. S. Latino communities by assessing their roles in the 2004 U. S. elections. This book should not be missed by anyone interested in tracking the complex realities of the roles played by the nation’s largest ethno-racial minority group in the first national elections since officially gaining that status following the 2000 decennial U. S. Census.”

—Ronald Schmidt, Sr., California State University, Long Beach

6. 978-0-268-02599-1 • 368pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $19.00
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The Xaripu Community across Borders
Labor Migration, Community, and Family
Manuel Barajas

Awarded Honorable Mention, 2011 Distinguished Book Award Committee, American Sociological Association Sociology of Latino/a Section

“. . . a major contribution of the book, besides the analysis of Xaripu migration to the United States, is that it offers ethnographic materials that help differentiate indigenous from mestizo migration. It is a useful book for advanced undergraduate and graduate studies in migration.”

—Social Forces

“. . . by using the case of Xaripus on both sides of the border and the different forms of subordination over time, this is a much-needed book that makes critical contributions to the study of migration, families, gender and Latinos in the United States.”

—Bulletin of Latin American Research

Transformations of La Familia on the U.S.-Mexico Border

Edited by Raquel R. Márquez and Harriett D. Romo

“Transformations of La Familia on the U.S.-Mexico Border illustrates how the border is a meaningful phenomenon in the changing structure and dynamics of fronteriza families, and in particular for women. Written by fronteriza researchers who both grew up along the border and now focus their work there, this multidisciplinary collection provides a unique and complex view of how the peculiar politics of the border affects families and individuals within families.”

—Latino Studies

“In Transformations of La Familia on the U.S.-Mexico Border, Raquel Marquez and Harriet Romo provide an excellent volume in which female scholars native to the border region are convened to restore attention to the social institution least discussed but most impacted by neoliberal economic and law enforcement policies: the family. By focusing on the family, the authors show how macro and the micro institutions and forces converging on the border interact with families and individuals.”

—Contemporary Sociology
Cuban Catholics in the United States, 1960–1980
Exile and Integration
Gerald E. Poyo

“Poyo’s book is enlightening, and written with style, masterful research, and a keen sense of interpretation. In nine chapters and an epilogue, each a comprehensive unit, and each necessary to understand the full text, Poyo develops a magnificent narrative of the presence of the Catholic Church in Cuba since the early nineteenth century.”

—American Historical Review

9. 978-0-268-03832-8 • 384pp • $125.00 cl
10. 978-0-268-03833-5 • 384pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $19.20

Latinos in the United States
The Sacred and the Political, Second Edition
David T. Abalos

“Readers should see this historically situated text as personal ruminations and exhortations from an academic elder and mentor of East Coast Latino/a students-an impassioned plea to his young charges at that time not to forsake their unique identity, culture, religion, and spirituality for the seductive lure of capitalist materialism. Hopefully, today’s young Latino/a college students will resonate with this still worthwhile message of self-empowerment and transformation.”

—Choice

11. 978-0-268-02025-5 • 352pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $18.00

Free Shipping on Website
The University of Notre Dame Press offers Free Shipping on all Domestic Orders through our website. It is simple to use. When you click “Checkout” it will take you to the secure checkout payment information page. No Shipping Charge appears.


undpress.nd.edu Use Sale Code 14LAT18
Named after the late California native and author of the award-winning book *The Iceworker Sings*, the prize supports the work of emerging Latino/a poets and has as its goal to nurture the various paths that Latino poetry is taking in the twenty-first century. The prize, awarded every other year by the Institute for Latino Studies at the University of Notre Dame, is for an original poetry collection by a Latino/a poet who has yet to publish a book.

**Of Form & Gather**

Felicia Zamora

“Winner of the Andrés Montoya Poetry Prize for a first book of poetry, Zamora’s arresting book of prose poems thrives at the intersection of the ethereal and the ephemeral, the beautiful center of space and light. Wonder and music guide the speaker as she makes startling connections between the natural landscape, the human body and the languages that embrace their vulnerability and surprising strength. . . . There is much that our curiosity hungers to consider about our tiny selves on this vast planet, Zamora posits, if we allow it to explore."

—NBC News

“The first thing that stands out about Zamora’s poetry is the many ways she uses punctuation to create or disrupt a rhythm in her words. . . . Throughout Of Form & Gather, Zamora uses animal and ocean imagery to destroy any borders or divisions between human forms, humanity, and the natural world. . . . Perhaps Zamora’s work can be considered poetry for the Chthulucene.”

—ZYZZYVA: *A San Francisco Journal of Arts and Letters*

12. 978-0-268-10178-7 • 74pp • $17.00 pa
Furious Dusk
David Campos

“Furious Dusk is an accessible, narrative collection of confessional poems. David Campos is unflinchingly observant of his subjects—highlighting the dark, uncomfortable elements with a commendable specificity. . . . A collection centering on issues of masculinity, machismo, family, cultural expectations, and feelings of inadequacy, Furious Dusk follows the persona’s reflective journey upon learning of his father’s impending death. . . . [T]his collection shows ambition.”
—Kenyon Review Online

“David Campos writes tenderly and with compassion about fathers, sons, and the way we become men. He writes with an original voice and fire about race, identity, and nation. He writes lyrics that skirt tightropes of impossible, beautiful contradictions. David is a Fresno poet, an American poet, a Chicano poet, and more. This is an extraordinary book of grace, I cannot recommend it highly enough.”
—Chris Abani, author of Sanctificum and Hands Washing Water

A Tongue in the Mouth of the Dying
Laurie Ann Guerrero

“Guerrero’s poems locate the life-giving power of verbal expression in the mouths of disenfranchised speakers. . . . Centered as it is around hard-working women, Guerrero’s collection resists definition by class and color, even sex. For when she writes of womanhood, the variables of motherhood and marital status force us to see her speakers in their most vulnerable light. Yet these verses of germination and carrying, of labor and production, deliver us to a place of potent ferocity.”
—Booklist Online

EBOOKS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS are available in the following formats: Kindle, Nook, Kobo, and Apple iBooks. Please visit our website to learn more about ebooks at undpress.nd.edu/ebooks.
Tropicalia
Emma Trelles

“Trelles brings Tropicalia back to poetry not with the use of typography but with vivid concrete imagery. . . . [T]he poems display a lush and sonorous language; music is not so much evoked as created.”

—World Literature Today

“It is rare when a book is both thought provoking and tantalizes the senses. Emma Trelles’s Tropicalia is one such book. . . . True to the multi-faceted arts movement for which it is named, Trelles’s words evoke various degrees of citrus, bloom, and color.”

—Gently Read Literature

15. 978-0-268-04236-3 • 72pp • $15.00 pa • Sale $12.00

My Kill Adore Him
Paul Martínez Pompa

“There is so much more going on in this book . . . My Kill Adore Him is an exciting and tough collection of very well-composed and accessible poems. It’s been a while since I tore through a book of poetry and really enjoyed the read.”

—Harriet: A blog from the Poetry Foundation

“In his breathtaking debut poetry collection, Martínez Pompa bursts onto the contemporary Latino scene with literary guns ablaze. He is precisely what we need right now: a brave poet just as critical of himself as he is of others. Within the pages of this clever and brutally honest text lie the words of an old soul—who just happens to be a young poet. Martínez Pompa’s youth and aged wisdom coexist in each and every poem, resulting in a fresh, yet deadly serious new voice that is not to be trifled with. . . . Highly recommended reading for anyone on the lookout for what comes next in Latino poetry.”

—Multicultural Review

16. 978-0-268-03518-1 • 88pp • $18.00 pa • Sale $14.40

Use Sale Code 14LAT18 (800) 848-6224
The Outer Bands
Gabriel Gomez

“The title poem of this collection is a 28-day record of days between Katrina and Rita, which draws from the news headlines, the language tossed around by politicians, and realistic images of the storm to provide a portrait of just how dislocating, how jarring, how out of time that period was.”

—The Times-Picayune

“Gabriel Gomez . . . inventively makes audible what is ultimately ‘inaudible for poetry’ from the transformations of glaciers to the vows of retablos, from the power of song to the tragedy of Hurricane Katrina.”

—Latino Poetry Review

17. 978-0-268-02972-2 • 104pp • $17.00 pa • Sale $13.60

Pity the Drowned Horses
Sheryl Luna

“In her opening poem, Luna declares that ‘pain is living and living is pain,’ but while she relentlessly probes the hardscrabble lives of many of America’s Latinos, these poems aren’t grim reading. They’re transfigured by this debut author’s extraordinary lyric power.”

—Library Journal

18. 978-0-268-03374-3 • 88pp • $20.00 pa • Sale $16.00
A Promised Land, A Perilous Journey
Theological Perspectives on Migration
Edited by Daniel G. Groody and Gioacchino Campese

“One can hardly find . . . a serious discussion of the human dignity and rights of the migrants who cross international borders to find work or join family. A Promised Land, A Perilous Journey, a compilation of essays taking a theological and rights-based approach to the issue of migration, provides a needed framework to begin that discussion. Comprised of pieces from a wide range of scholars, advocates and service providers, it engages the contemporary immigration debate from a faith-based, Catholic perspective. . . . [A] useful resource for Catholics (and others) who want to reach beyond the dehumanizing language of the national immigration debate and articulate a vision of the migrant as a human being created in God’s image.”

—America

“The editors of this volume have gathered together many leading figures within Christian theological circles to reflect on an urgent issue in our world—migration. The articles range from those that are quite academically technical to those that are more generally accessible. There are several outstanding articles that should not be missed.”

—Multicultural Review

19. 978-0-268-02973-9 • 360pp • $32.00 pa • Sale $22.40

Limited stock, so order early.
*Jalos, USA*

Transnational Community and Identity

Alfredo Mirandé

“Weaving together historical material and ethnographic family accounts, Alfredo Mirandé’s *Jalos, USA* examines the culture and identity of families in Turlock, California, with roots in Jalos, Mexico, and with family members who remain in or return to Mexico. These family stories capture the complexities of transnational lives on both sides of the border and highlight contested gender, class, and generational issues. Whether the family members live in Mexico or the USA, they claim a strong Jalos identity.”

—Mary Romero, author of *The Maid’s Daughter: Living Inside and Outside the American Dream*

20. 978-0-268-03532-7 • 240pp • $27.00 pa • Sale $18.90

---

*The Yearning Feed*

Manuel Paul López

Ernest Sandeen Prize in Poetry

“It is enthralling and frightening to live in this book of poems: wisdom is so often derived from experience, and Manuel Paul López ladles out wisdom as if from a bottomless well. . . . Spanning forty-five pages, the poems [in ‘The Desert Series’] are undoubtedly López’s most profound artistic statement on the need for human-to-human relations among all the peoples on the continent of the Americas.”

—World Literature Today

“Manuel Paul López’s *The Yearning Feed* evokes the rich, beautiful, and bizarre geocultural (and psychological) tapestry that is the California Imperial Valley. Like some enchanted reincarnation of Dante Alighieri (or Virgil), he guides his reader through the hot, sandy expanses right at the heart of the Americas. The frontier dividing and defining the United States and Mexico reaches new heights in the diverse poetic and prose portraits found in this remarkable new collection.”

—William Anthony Nericcio, author of *Tex[t]-Mex: Seductive Hallucinations of the “Mexican” in America*

21. 978-0-268-03389-7 • 136pp • $20.00 pa • Sale $16.00
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Barrio Boy
40th Anniversary Edition
Ernesto Galarza
Introduction by Ilan Stavans

“In 1971, at the age of sixty-six, the labour activist, educator and scholar Ernesto Galarza (1905-1984) published Barrio Boy, a memoir of the long migration of his family from a small village in the Sierra Madre to California. Barrio Boy immediately became a classic of Chicano literature, and on its fortieth anniversary has now been published in a new edition with an introduction by the critic, biographer and short-story writer Ilan Stavans.”

—Times Literary Supplement

22. 978-0-268-02979-1 • 336pp • $25.00 pa • Sale $20.00
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